
Allen and Heath 
Saber Mixer 

This split format console with MIDI muting, fader reverse 
and EQ on the monitors gives you a total of 56 inputs and 

four dedicated effects returns for mix-down. 

E 
veryone involved in home recording 
is probably familiar with the name 
Allen and Heath, but in the last year 
or so they seem to have undergone 
something of a transformation. The 

Saber is a console that typifies their change 
in direction. 

Firstly, it's a console which has been 
designed to attract the attention of both 
the lower end of the pro market and the 
upper end of the semi-pro market. This, I 
would imagine, is something of a challenge 
for the designers who have had to include 
features that will be of a suitably high 
standard for the engineers, pop stars, and 
producers who will install them in home or 
pre-production 'suites, but also make the 
layout understandable for those upgrading 
from smaller desks like the Seck 18:8:2 and 
suchlike. Secondly, the needs of the 
equipment buying public dictate that we 
should have more channels available for 
mix-down because of the increasing use of 
sequencer-based recording systems (no 
escape from MIDI). Not only is there a 
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need to run drum machines and 
synthesisers live on the mix to save 
analogue tracks for vocals and guitars but 
there are all those stereo effects returns to 
take into consideration! 

First Impressions 
The Saber certainly looks far more 

appealing than the old mud and fawn of the 
System 8 and dark chocolate of the Syncon 
B! It does, nonetheless, lend itself to 
comparisons with the SSL when it comes 
to the colour scheme, but then so do some 
other consoles I could mention. With a 
grey eggshell stove enamel finish on its 
steel frame, padded arm rest and solid 
wood trims, the Saber looks up-market 
and thoroughly professional - an important 
selling point for both the prospective 
purchaser and studio client. The only area 
of dubious artistic design is the meter 
bridge which, while undoubtedly func
tional, spoils the otherwise sleek lines of 

the console with its unimaginative, boxy 
appearance. 

Some recent customers apparently got 
in touch with AHB to suggest that they 
change the colour coding of the sweep 
knobs on the EQ section (all the same 
shade of blue on the review model) 
because it was difficult to tell the frequency 
controls from the cut/boost controls and 
I'm pleased to be able to report that they 
will supply different colour-coded knobs if 
required. 

Immediately noticeable from the 
ergonomics point of view is the fact that 
this is a split console which makes it easier 
to understand, but if this gives you visions 
of some monster sized desk, think again. 
The console under review is a similar size 
to one of its in-line rivals but, even so, it 
doesn't seem to suffer from a layout which 
is in any way cramped. Of course that's if 
you get the standard 24:16:2 without the 
patchbay - it's a little larger with that 
fitted! 

The Sigma is modular which means 
expansion without tears plus a variety of 
formats that include a choice of VU meters 
instead of a bar-graph meter bridge, or an 
eight-group/16-monitor version. I believe 
you can even get a 24-monitor version if 
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you need it. Remembering the way the VU 
lights used to go down on the old A&H 
desks, I'd go for the bar-graphs but maybe 
they've improved on the design here (the 
review desk didn't have VU meters so I 
can't really say) . 

In its largest form, up to 56 inputs and 
four returns are available for mix-down, 
and if that seems like a lot, you'd be 
surprised how many get gobbled up when 
you're running a lot of sequenced things 
during the mix or bringing back a lot of 
stereo returns. 

Input Channel 
You get the usual selection of Mic, Line 

or Tape switches with an individual +48V 
phantom power switch for each channel, 
phase reversal and a 20dB Mic pad. The 
tape return is wired to the balanced 
professional standard of +4dBu but is 
switchable to -8dBu for an unbalanced 
system like the Fostex E-16. This is 
achieved by taking the monitor section 
modules out (with the power off) and 
carefully moving four links for each 
channel. It's really quite simple, even for a 
novice, and adequately explained in the 
manual. 

One thing you will find if you use an E-16 
with the Saber is that the desk having a 
.77SV ref level (dBu) and the Fostex 
having a IV ref level (dBv) means you end 
up with the gain controls a little higher 
than normal on the tape returns, typically 
about six or seven on a scale of ten but this 
doesn't cause any apparent problem with 
S/N ratio. 

Mic inputs and tape returns are XLRs, 
and for the E-16 this connection involves 
bridging the earth (pin I) to pin 3 (cold) . 
The Line inputs are quarter-inch balanced 
jacks. Direct Outs are also found on the 
rear panel of the desk and can prove very 
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useful for patching in stereo processing or 
triggering samplers. In practice the only 
real criticism I have of the Gain stage is 
that very little seems to happen until the 
knob is turned past the halfway mark (this 
is also true of its big brother, the Sigma). 

Auxiliaries 
Next in line beneath the Gain pot and 

Multitrack assign buttons are the six 
auxiliary sends. Sends one and two are 
usually configured as stereo foldback or 
two individual mono mixes and therefore 
have their own pre/post fade select. Any 
auxiliary, however, can be changed to pre
fader operation by internal links. 

On the monitor section of the desk you 
expect to have auxiliary sends including 
foldback and the Saber goes along with 
convention in this area. Both foldbacks are 
there plus auxil iary three for effects, but 
there's more. If you're only using send one 
for foldback, then you can configure send 
two to become send three and send three 
to become send four merely by pushing a 
button. Unorthodox but useful if you've 
got some tasty effects already allocated to 
those auxiliary sends. 

As for the master sends, I was rather put 
out to discover that the six mute buttons 
accompanying the Aux master output 
levels and pfl switches were non
programmable. I tend to use some aux 
sends with delay lines in the mix to catch 
certain phrases or words so that only they 
get repeated and not the words before or 
,after the ones I wanted . OK, so the 
auxiliary returns have programmable 
mutes, but as far as I'm concerned, that's 
the wrong place to put them and the effect 
of muting at this point is quite different. 
And what about the times when you're 
sending more than one sound to the same 
processor and you want continuous effect .... 

STUDIO SYSTEjtS 
__ t _ _ _ FROM -----

4 TO 48 TRACK 
SALES AND SERVICING 

SONY DTC- M100ES 
IN STOCK - TEL: 061474 7626FOR DETAILS 

NEW PACKAGE DEALS 
8 TRACK Tascam 38 ' Studiomaster Mixdown 16·4 :8 £2.495 
16 TRACK Tascam MS-16 • DBX, AHB Saber 24:16 Wiring Loom £10,750 
16 TRACK {budget) Tascam MSA-16 · Studiomaster Series U 16:16 
• Winng Loom £6,495 

12TRACK Akal MG 140. Stud1omaster M Do:down 16:8 :16:2. Wiring loom 10 
Free Tapes £3,795 

DO NOT BUY! a mid priced console until you have seen the new 
" Saber" from Allen & Heath . Axis have been appointed main dealers 
for this fantastic new product and have a 24 :16 Saber wired up for 
demonstration in our own st udio suite. 
Write or phone for full details, full colour brochure available on 
request. Please telephone for appointment to vi ew . 

NEW EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
AllEN &: HEATH SIGMA 20:24 :24 (Effectively44 into 24) Brand New- One 
Only, this is a genuine and unique opportunity to acquire 
a superb 24 track console at an unrepeat able . . ..................... ... £8,500 
(Normally well over 14K) 

ALLEN & HEATH SABER · New mid-price console prices from 
BEL BDBOS 6.5 sec. Stereo/ 13 sec . Mono Delay! Sampler 
ALESIS Midiverb II Stereo, 16 bit, 99 Programme 
ALESIS M icroverb II Stereo, 16 bit, 16 Programme 15KHz . 
ALESIS Ouadraverb - limited quantity 
ALE SIS HR-1616 bit Digital Drum Machine 
ALE SIS S-310 31 Band Graphic 
APHEX Aural Ex iter Type C 
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AE -1 Monitors 
ADAMS-SMITH Zeta Three Synchron1ser 
LEXICON LXP·11n Stock .... ... .... . 
LEXICON MAC Remote Programmer 
YAMAHA NS-10M Loudspeakers 
TASCAM 32!1. Two Track Recorder . 
TASCAM 348 4 Track Y. Recorder 
TASCAM42NB 2 Track '!. Commerc1al Series 
T ASCAM 480B 8 Track Yr Commercial Series 
TASCAMMS-1616Trackl .. .... . 
TASCAMATR-80-24 24 Track Recorder 
TASCAMMSR-16 'l z . 16Trackc/wdBx 
T ASCAM 238 8 Track Syncassene 
AEVOX B77 Mkll Ex-Demo- New 
AEVOX C270 High Spec 2tk . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
KLARK TEKNIK DN780 Digital Reverb Inc. Remote Control 
KLARK TEKNIK DN360 2 x 30 Band Graphic Equaliser 
KLARK TEKN IK Jade One Mkll Powered Monitors 
SOUNDTRACS Midi PC 16:16:16:2 
SOUNDTRACS MAX ::!4 :8 ....... . 
STUDIOMASTER SERIES 1116:16 .... . 
STUDIOMASTER MIXDOWN 16:8:16:2 
STUDIOMASTER lOP- 1 Dynamics Processor 

£5,862 
£850 

.. £260 

. . £173 

.. £390 
£385 
£156 
£25<) 

.. £595 
.... £2.395 

. ... £34(j 

£282 
£178 
£855 
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. £2,090 

.. £2,995 
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. £26,000 
. £4,34S 
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. £!185 

. .. £1995 
£1,650 

£995 
Pa1r £1 ,175 

....... £4,045 
. . £5,200 
. . £3,195 

£1,595 
£395 

. £2,430 AKAI MG-14D 12 Track Recorder 
AKAI S-950 Sampler .. . ......... £1 ,1 95 
AKAI MPC-60 . . . . . ....... . . 
AKAIS-100016bit,l6voice . 
AKAI AR-900 Digital Reverb .. . . .......... . 
STEINBERG SYNC PAC (Pro 24 1 Time Lock ) .... . 

£2,595 
£2,495 

ATARI/ STEINBERG PACKAGE 1040ST ' Monitor · Pro 24 
ATARI 1040STFM L Monitor with Steinberg Pro 12 

£689 
. . £433 
. £725 
.. £520 

XAI Systems XA-300 SMPTE/Mid1 Synchroniser 
STEINBERG Time Lock SMPTE / Midi 
T .C. ELECTRONIC 2290 with 8 sees . 
1210 Spatial Expander 
1128 Programmable Graphic . 
2240 Stereo 4 Band Parametric . . . 
SONY OTC-1000ES OAT Recorder 
SONY OTC-M 100 new low price OAT recorder 
SONY PCM2500 pro. OAT machine .... 
SUN Y TCD-010 Ponable OAT Recorder 
AIWA XD001 OAT Recorder I same spec as Sony ) 
TEAC A3340S Good condition 
OYNAMIX 03000 32:16with Neve Eq. plus lots of extras 

Excellent Value £239 
. £339 

£2,595 
£736 

[1 ,250 
£576 

. £1 ,130 
. £782 

. . £3.250 
. £1 ,395 
. £1,085 
.. £295 
£3,500 

MICROPHONES BY SENNHEISER, BEYER ElECTRO-VON: E. 
NADY, NEUMANN, AKG. TOA 

Please send for our separate Mic. Price list . 

In stock now ... 
* SONYDTCM100 * 

The domestic 'midi' sized version of the popular OTC-1000ES priced at 
an affordable £7821 Axis Audio push digital mastenng within your reach 

Phone 061-474 7626 for funher information 

Full Range of HH Vx Series Amplifiers Available. HARRISON OSA and Xi Series 
Amplifiers HARRI SON GP Series Graphics. Ouad amps . 

Send for Information Most of the prices listed above are at MLP. 
Please contact us to discuss cash discounts etc. 

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE 
STUDER 86715130 IPS in console ~ overbridge .. £2,450 
FOSTEX 4030 Synchroniser . . . £795 
FOSTEX 8710 Synchroniser 1/ F (2 available ) .......... Each £195 
AKAI MG 14D 6 Months Old Boxed, As New ..... _ ................. £2.195 
TEAC X-1000M 2TK - mint . . ... . £450 
TASCAM 4808 ~ dB X in CS-607 ConsoleAIIImmac .. . £2,595 
TASCAM 85-168 inc full spares kit· mint .. £4.250 
TEAC 80-8 eight tk clw dbX & vari speed £1 ,450 
AKG BX -20E Big Spnng .... £195 
AURA TONES 5C as new . . ... £45 
AKAt S-950 Ex -our own stud1o . £995 
AHB System 81616 Mkl Good condition .. £795 
FOSTEX 816 - Relapped heads, excellent condition £2,350 
TASCAM 22.2 Two track 2available . Each £375 
CITIZEN 1200 Printer cl wAtari i / 1- new . . £95 
ROLAND TA-505 Drum Machine .. £149 
PSIONIC$ 4 channel noise gate ... . . ........... £295 
AKAI ME-30P II Midi patchbay ex-demo ....... . £139 
PIONEER CT340 Cassette Deck . £49 
ROLA ND D-10 (ex showroom) .. £595 
OIGITECH RDS-3600 DOL/Sampler . . . £125 
TEAC V -340 Cassette Deck (2 available ) .... Each £49 
ACES Dual15 band Graph1c EO ...................... . .. .. .......... £75 
TEAC W440C Twin Casst:tte Deck . . . . . . . . . ... £150 
DEN ON PMA-707 Rack Mount 30WPC Amp . £65 
AKAI S612 1 MD280Sampler ~ DiscDnve-mint . . £295 
C·LAB Notator- ex showroom £325 
NEUMANN KM84i in jewellers case - good cond . £175 
VALLEY Micro FX · comp,gate, OE-ESS, no1se reduction, anenuater & booster 
all new 1n rack Bargain £399 

PLEASE ADD VAT TO ALL PRICES 

AMPEX AUDIO and FUJI QRT Cassettes 
available at super-low prices 
• MAIL ORDER • BULK DISCOUNT • % 
SEND FOR OUR TAPE PRICE LIST. A X 
EXPORT SERVICE : We can quote a 
d~liv:ere~ price anywhere in the world 
wtthm mmutes. S. 
~~e:~e ;~un~~~ ~:;:,;_aQ';~:'t1i~~ ~~~be a.. LV d L 0 
sent at your request by First Class post . S Y S T El M S 
AXIS AUDIO SYSTEMS, 
3 Watertoo Road, Stoekport SKl 380. Fax: 061-474 7619 

TELEPHONE: 061-474 7626 
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~on one signal but occasional treatment on 
another? If the aux output mutes were 
programmable too (or instead), the 
process could be automated by recording 
the information into a MIDI sequencer 
synchronised to tape and you wouldn't 
have to worry about doing it manually on 
each pass through the mix. 

On a better note there are four 
dedicated auxiliary returns with pan, level , 
pfl , both foldback sends and the 
aforementioned programmable muting. 
Returns one and two also have the benefit 
of tape assign and basic EQ (each have a 
H F and LF control shelving at lOkHz and 
lOOHz respectively) . 

Channel and Monitor 
EQ 

I initially thought that I would be 
disappointed by the lack of parametric EQ 
on the Saber but I was pleasantly surprised. 
The EQ comprises a shelving HF 
switchable between 6kHz and 12kHz (like 
the system 8), two sweep mids, a shelving 
LF switchable between 70 and 140Hz, and 
a low cut filter at 80Hz. I was impressed by 
the positive action, modern sound and 
clear definition of the controls, especially 
the mids. A cut/boost of plus or minus 
12dB is available on all the EQ sections and 
the frequency range covered by the upper 
mid is 1kHz-10kHz, while the lower mid 
overlaps this slightly with a 200Hz-2kHz 
range. The only real cause for complaint 
here is that the lower mid EQ doesn 't go 
anything like low enough. You quite often 
need to do selective EQ'ing betwen 50Hz 
and 20Hz so why not give the lower mid a 
lower limit of, say, 50Hz as is offered by 
desks like the Tascam M600? 

The EQ on the monitor section is basic 
but good with a standard shelving H F at 
lOkHz corner frequency, while the LF is at 
lOOHz. In use you will find that this 
welcome monitor EQ is one of the Saber's 
stronger advantages over its main rivals, 
though, again, the Tascam M600 has fully 
EQ'able monitors. 

Master Section 
One unfamilar feature, in name anyway, 

was 'Check'. This facility is actually a choice 
between pfl and Solo in Place which both 
isolate a channel (or channels) so you can 
work on a particular sound. The first you 
use for setting up your input gain as it 
interrupts your monitor loudspeaker and 
meters while the second mutes inputs 
which are not solo'd. There are further 
differences in use . One such is that the pfl 
volume (as its name 'pre-fade-listen' might 
imply) is not relative to the fader level you 
have for the channel you have selected 
whereas the solo volume is. This means 
that you' ll be using the solo more when 
you want to cross-reference, say, a bass 
drum against a bass guitar in the mix. Also, 
because the solo does not mute auxiliary 
sends and returns, you can work on a 
sound like a snare drum relative to its 
reverb and also leave the performer's 
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fold back unaffected . If this is not what you 
want then you simply pfl the snare instead. 

Further flexibility is afforded by the link 
switch between the main console and the 
monitor section for the solo facility and the 
ability to solo the group monitors only. 

Fader reversal is one important area 
normally found only on more expensive 
desks. Full fader reversal is available on the 
monitor section which means that when it 
comes to the mix, you won't have to fiddle 
with small pots to set levels. Anything 
which is coming up via the line inputs or 
tape returns (configured as suits your 
needs) can be assigned to the faders which 
had previously been used for outputting 
signal to tape. This is far more 
ergonomically sound when you' re in the 
middle of a complicated mix and you need 
to get to a level control fast . Given that, my 
only criticism is that the faders themselves 
are rather too close together for you to 
distinguish one channel from another 
quickly. Simple numbering would do the 
trick and I suggest that if A&H don't 
change their minds and include this, then 
you go and get some sticky labels and do it 
yourself because it really is a pain . It would 
also help if alternate group faders had light 
and dark knobs because, in a badly lit 
studio, they all seem to merge into one. 

Using fader reverse for recording to 
tape can also have other benefits (as was 
pointed out to me by some helpful 
gentleman from a Reading studio whose 
name I never got - thanks!) . If you initiate 
fader reverse, and turn all your volume 
pots on the monitor section to full, you can 
then control your level to tape from the 
channel fader after you've selected a tape 
assign (routing) button. This avoids the 
problem of people leaning on the desk to 
your right and accidentally altering your 
group output faders (all set to zero in this 
case). Also, the producer can put his notes 
on that section of the desk without getting 
in the way of the engineer, because once 

set up it need never be touched until mix
down. Off-tape listening would be through 
the main channels on the console. 

Also in the master section of the console 
are: Recording Monitor Modules and Mute 
processor; Master control for the above; 
effects sends and returns; master output 
LED peak lights; stereo and mono faders 
(IOOmm Alps with + IOdB boost); the 
oscillator (lOOHz, I kHz and lOkHz) ; 
talkback and integral talkback mic; studio 
and control room monitor sources 
(including two tape returns, plus Dim and 
a Main/Ait speaker switch. All familiar stuff 
you'd expect to find on any comprehensive 

console, though of more immediate 
interest at this point is the MIDI muting 
system. 
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MIDI Muting 
The muting system has an on-board 

memory of 32 patches so that you can 
store mute configurations for different 
points in the song and step through them 
manually on the mix. Or, with the aid of an 
external sequencer synchronised to tape, 
you can record these events (in the form of 
controller information) from the desk in 
real time either by stepping through patch 
changes or selecting the mute buttons on 
individual channels. I was impressed with 
the click-free nature of the muting and the 
fact that drop-ins to correct mistakes are 
relatively simple. Also, because you have a 
recorded version of the mix mutes, they 
can be recalled should a re-mix be 
necessary. Finally, if you have used the 
internal memory for scene-changing, it is 
possible to dump all this information via 
System Exclusive to a sequencer too. Very 
versatile and reasonably simple to operate! 

Summing Up 
In terms of performance, the Saber is all 

that you'd expect from a desk in the mid
price range with reasonably low noise mic 
amps, low crosstalk and a fairly 
comprehensive, musical sounding equa
liser. The controls have a decent feel to 
them and the switches operate in a 
reassuring manner with no untoward 
clicks. And the split format means that 
most engineers will be able to familiarise 
themselves with it in just a few minutes. 
The EQ'able monitors can be used as extra 
line ins on re-mix which is of great benefit 
to sequencer users who never seem to 
have enough inputs. 

Of course no desk will be perfect for 
everyone and this one, like all the others, 
has its annoying shortcomings. The limited 
lower range of the lower mid control is 
rather a silly fault that could so easily have 
been corrected at the design stage as could 
the lack of automatic mutes on the effect 
sends. The close spacing of the group 
faders doesn't make life any easier either, 
but then there's always a compromise 
between ergonomics and available space. 
What AH B have succeeded in doing is 
coming up with a visually attractive, easy
to-use traditional split console with 
programmable muting wh ich fills, if not 
exactly a gap, then at least a thin area in the 
mid-priced console market. Definitely a 
desk to look at if you're in the market for 
an upgrade. 

The 24:16:16 mixer with bar-graph mixers 
costs around £6,000 depending on 
specifications. Details: AHB Ltd, 69 Ship 
Street, Brighton BNI IAE. Tel: (0273) 
23346. 

Thanks to Trevor at House on the Hill 
Studio in Bath and Graham of Audilux for 
technical assistance. 

Text: Paul White and John 
Harris 
Photography: Paul White 
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